Principal Fibre Bundles
Let us consider a groupoid object ! ! C in a left exact category E. Let us also consider a subobject A C and a global section : 1 ! C. We shall talk about E as if it were the category of sets, so we may say \subset" instead of \subobject". We assume that the domain-and codomain formation maps are e ective descent maps in E, and that the groupoid is transitive, meaning that \the anchor" map < d 0 ; d 1 >: ! C C is also an e ective descent map.
Then the set P of those arrows of , whose codomain is in A and whose domain is , carries the structure of a principal bre bundle over A, with group G = ( ; ). Any principal bre bundle in E comes about this way from a groupoid (see the remarks below). The algebraic structure of P comes about from that of , and may be made explicit as follows. First, codomain formation d 1 : ! C resticts to a map : P ! A, which is the structural map of the bundle. The group G = ( ; ) acts from the right on P, by precomposition (we compose from right to left). Clearly, this action is free, and transitive on the bres ?1 (a) (a 2 A).
Any element g of G = ( ; ) may, for any a 2 A, be written in the form x ?1 z for a pair of elements in ?1 (a). This representation of elements in G by \fractions" x ?1 z prompts us to use the (Ehresmann) notation P ?1 P for G. Then clearly x x ?1 z = z (where denotes the G-action). Remark. The set P itself carries a partially de ned ternary operation, given by the composite yx ?1 z in (de ned subject to the book-keeping condition that (x) = (z)), and this operation satis es a couple of equations and book-keeping conditions, making it into a \pregroupoid" on A, in the sense of 7] . Out of such pregroupoid, a transitive groupoid on A + 1 may be constructed, which in turn gives rise to P by the procedure described above (provided : P ! A is an e ective descent map); this is in essence demonstrated in 7] . Principal bre bundles (in the classical sense) P ! A, in the category of smooth manifolds, say, may, in a rather evident way, be provided with pregroupoid structure. So our \groupoid theoretic" way of describing the notion of principal bre bundle subsumes the classical notion, and it is essentially Ehresmann's conception. | A (non-transitive) generalization where : 1 ! C is replaced by a subset B C, is considered in 9]; this generalization is relevant for foliation theory, cf. loc.cit. and 11].
We shall henceforth be interested in the case where the \base" A of the bundle P ! A is to be thought of as a manifold, so we denote it by M rather than by A.
Remark on bre bundles in general. A principal bre bundle P ! M with group G, may by the above be identi ed with a groupoid with set of objects M + 1, (and with G = ( ; ), where is the isolated point of M+1). Similarly, a bre bundle : E ! M, with associated principal bundle P and with bre a left G-set F, becomes identi ed with a discrete op bration over (in the algebraic sense, i.e. an action by ), with F = ?1 ( ), and E = ?1 (M). Such bre bundle is determined up to isomorphism by P and F (with its left G-action). In the present general context, this is the upshot of 8]. We shall not explicitly be using this correspondence for general bre bundles here. But let us remark that P itself is a bre bundle, with bre G (with G-action by left multiplication The existence, for any principal bre bundle P, of an embedding of P into a groupoid , implies a \metatheorem", namely that we may calculate freely with expressions, like vu ?1 , as if we were dealing with actual compositions in a groupoid. The 'action' dots, like in yx ?1 x are then super uous, and the same applies to many parentheses; so they are mainly kept for readability. The message (which I also tried to get through in 12] and in several other places) is that a fair amount of calculations in geometry can be performed on this very basic \multiplicative" level.
Since an arrow f : a ! b in the groupoid PP ?1 may be represented as a \fraction" yx ?1 (with y 2 P b and x 2 P a ), it follows that an element h over a in the gauge group bundle gauge(PP ?1 ) may be represented by a fraction yx ?1 with y and x both 2 P a . For the case where the group G is commutative, it is well known, and easy to see, that we have an isormorhism of group bundles gauge(PP ?1 ) = M G; (1) given by sending h = yx ?1 2 PP ?1 to x ?1 y 2 P ?1 P. This cannot be done for non-commutative G: for any g 2 G, the same h may also be represented by the fraction yg(xg) ?1 , but (xg) ?1 (yg) = g ?1 (x ?1 y)g which is not equal to x ?1 y in general.
Connections versus connection forms
Consider a principal bundle : P ! M, with group G, as above. We shall assume that M and P are equipped with re exive symmetric relations , called the neighbour relation. The set of pairs (x; y) 2 M M with x y is a subset M (1) M M, called the rst neighbourhood of the diagonal, and similarly for P (1) P P. We assume that : P ! M preserves the relation , and also that it is an \open submersion" in the sense that if a b in M, and (x) = a, then there exists a y x in P with (y) = b. In fact, we assume that for any \in nitesimal k-simplex" a 0 ; : : :; a k in M (meaning a k + 1-tuple of mutual neighbours), and for any x 0 2 P above a 0 , there exists an in nitesimal k-simplex x 0 ; : : :; x k in P (with the given rst vertex x 0 ) which by maps to a 0 ; : : : ; a k . Finally. the action of any g 2 G on P is assumed to preserve the relation on P. This is motivated by Synthetic Di erential Geometry (SDG), cf. 4], and more recently 12], where the notion of connection (in nitesimal parallel transport) and di erential form is elaborated in these terms.
The groupoid viewpoint for connections is also in essence due to Ehresmann. In SDG, this connection notion becomes paraphrased ( 
If we agree that (for u; v in P a pair of neighbours in P) r(u; v) denotes r( (u); (v)), this equation may be written more succinctly u !(u; v) = r(u; v) v: (4) It is possible to represent the relationship between r and the associated ! by means of a simple gure:
The gure re ects something geometric, namely that !(u; v) acts inside the bre (vertically), whereas r de nes a notion of horizontality.
We have the following two equations for !. First, let x y in P, and assume that g has the property that also xg y. Then !(xg; y) = g ?1 !(x; y):
Also, for x y and any g 2 G !(xg; yg) = g ?1 !(x; y)g: (6) To prove (5), let us denote (x) = (xg) by a and (y) by b. Then we have, using the de ning equation ( 
Gauge forms versus horizontal equivariant forms
We consider a principal bre bundle : P ! M as in the previous section.
The horizontal k-forms that we now consider, are k-forms on P with values in the group G = P ?1 P. Horizontality means for a k-form that (u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u k ) = (u 0 ; u 1 g 1 ; : : : ; u k g k )
for any in nitesimal k-simplex (u 0 ; u 1 ; : : :; u k ) in P, and any g 1 ; : : : g k 2 P ?1 P with the property that (u 0 ; u 1 g 1 ; : : : ; u k g k ) is still an in nitesimal simplex (which is a strong "smallness" requirement on the g i 's).
Note that the connection form ! for a connection r is not a horizontal 1-form, since !(x; yg) = !(x; y)g, not = !(x; y). We say that a k form , as above, is equivariant if for any in nitesimal k-simplex (u 0 ; : : : ; u k ), and any g 2 P ?1 P, we have (u 0 g; u 1 g; : : : ; u k g) = g ?1 (u 0 ; u 1 ; : : :; u k )g: (8) Note that connection forms are equivariant in this sense, by (6).
Proposition 2 Assume that the group G = P ?1 P is commutative. Then any horizontal equivariant k-form on P can be written ( ) for a unique G-valued k-form on the base space M.
Proof. It is evident that any form ( ) is horizontal and equivariant
(which here is better called invariant, since the equivariance condition now reads (u 0 g; u 1 g; : : :; u k g) = (u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u k )). Conversely, given an equivariant (= invariant) k-form on P, and given an in nitesimal k-simplex a 0 ; : : : ; a k in M, de ne (a 0 ; : : :; a k ) := (x 0 ; : : : ; x k ) where x 0 ; : : : ; x k is any in nitesimal k-simplex above a 0 ; : : :; a k . The proof that this value does not depend on the choice of the x i 's proceeds much like the proof of the well-de nedness of a connection given a connection-form, in Proposition 1 above: First we prove, for xed x 0 above a 0 , that the value is independent of the choice of the remaining x i 's, and this is clear from the verticality assumption on . Next we prove that changing x 0 to x 0 g (and picking x 1 g; : : :; x k g for the remaining vertices in the new k-simplex) does not change the value either, and this is clear from equivariance (= invariance).
Recall that a k-form with values in a group bundle E ! M associates to an in nitesimal k-simplex a 0 ; :::; a 1 in M an element in the bre of E a 0 . We are interested in the case where E is the gauge group bundle of a groupoid; such forms we call gauge forms, for brevity.
Proposition 3 There is a natural bijective correspondence between horizontal equivariant k-forms on P with values in G = P ?1 P, and k-forms on M with values in the gauge group bundle gauge(PP ?1 ).
Proof/Construction. Given a horizontal equivariant k-form on P as above, we construct a gauge valued k-form on M by the formula (a 0 ; : : :; a k ) := (u 0 (u 0 ; : : :; u k ))u ?1 0 ; (9) where (u 0 ; : : :; u k ) is an arbitrary in nitesimal k-simplex mapping to the in nitesimal k-simplex (a 0 ; : : :; a k ) by (such exist, since is a surjective submersion). Note that the enumerator and the denominator in the fraction de ning the value of are both in the bre over x 0 , so that the value is an endo-map at a 0 in the groupoid PP ?1 , thus does belong to the gauge group bundle. | We need to argue that this value does not depend on the choice of the in nitesimal simplex (u 0 ; : : :u k ). We rst argue that, once u 0 is chosen, the choice of the remaining u i 's in their respective bres does not change the value. This follows from (7). To see that the value does not depend on the choice of u 0 : choosing another one amounts to choosing some u 0 g, for some g. But then we just change u 1 ; : : :; u k by the same g; this will give the arrow in PP ?1 (u 0 g (u 0 g; : : :; u k g))(u 0 g) ?1 :
Now we calculate using the \metatheorem", so we drop partentheses and multiplication dots; using the assumed equivariance (8), this expression then yields u 0 gg ?1 (u 0 ; : : :; u k )gg ?1 u ?1 0 ;
which clearly equals the expression in (9).
Conversely, given a gauge valued k-form on M, we construct a P ?1 Pvalued k-form^ on P by puttinĝ 
where a i denotes (u i ). Since, for i 1, this expression depends on u i only through (u i ) = a i , it is clear that (7) holds, so the form^ is horizontal.
Also,^ (u 0 g; : : : ; u k g) = (u 0 g) ?1 ( (a 0 ; : : :; a k ) (u 0 g));
by the metatheorem, this immediately calculates to the expression in (10).
Finally, a calculation with the metatheorem again (cancelling u ?1 0 with u 0 ) immediately gives that the two processes 7 ! and 7 !^ are inverse to each other.
We may summarize the bijection 7 !^ from gauge(PP ?1 )-valued forms on M to horizontal equivariant P ?1 P-valued forms on P by the formula u 0 ^ (u 0 ; ; ; ; ; u k ) = ( )(u 0 ; :::; u k ) u 0 : (11) In the case that the group G = P ?1 P is commutative, we may cancel the \external" u 0 's, and get (u 0 ; :::; u k ) = ( )(u 0 ; :::; u k ); for all in nitesimal k-simplices u 0 ; :::; u k . So under the identi cation of gauge forms with G-valued forms implied by (1), we have that = : (12) Recall that if r and r 1 Let us remark that 15] also gives a version of the Corollary for the noncommutative case, their Proposition 6.4.1; this, however, seems not correct.
In this sense, our Theorem 1 is partly meant as a correction to Prop. 6.4.1, partly a \translation" of it into the pure multiplicative bre bundle calculus, which is our main concern.
